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In this extensively revised new edition of Global Politics, internationally renowned author Andrew Heywood provides a systematic and integrated
analysis of the theory and practice of contemporary international relations. This edition is fully updated to cover key developments, from the Arab
Spring to the global financial crisis, and provides enhanced coverage of current issues like international migration. An entirely new chapter on the
importance and impact of theory at the end of the book revisits key perspectives, and addresses deeper questions about the nature and purpose of theory
in global politics. Drawing on an exceptionally wide range of theoretical perspectives throughout, each chapter is packed with innovative features to aid
study and reinforce learning. To complement this textbook, there is a companion website with resources for both lecturers and students, offering exam
questions, PowerPoint slides, online-only case-studies, self-test questions, and more. This new edition offers: - Updated key developments, from the
Arab Spring to the global financial crisis, and provides enhanced coverage of issues like international migration - An entirely new chapter on theory at
the end of the book revisits key perspectives, and addresses deeper questions about the nature and purpose of theory in international relations - Full
page case studies of Global Politics in Action, illuminating major events in world affairs - Global Actor case studies considering the nature and
significance of key players on the world stage, from Google to the G-20 - Focus and debating features looking closely at issues and approaches.
This new textbook from best-selling politics author Andrew Heywood investigates the ideas that have dominated political thinking across the globe, and
examines the different ways in which they have been interpreted and reinterpreted. Written in an accessible and engaging style, it covers the key
ideological traditions, offering an exposition of their history and development, their core themes and internal divisions and their impact on
contemporary political behaviour, movements, parties and governments. This new introduction is written specifically for the new A Level syllabus in
Political Ideas and covers all the issues and topics in the Edexcel and AQA specifications. It includes a range of useful features to help students develop
and apply their understanding of ideas, ideologies and thinkers.
This revised and updated fourth edition of the leading text on political ideologies contains a new chapter on multiculturalism, consideration of the
changing nature of ideological discourse, including the transition from "traditional" to "new" ideologies, and coverage of the impact on the major
ideolgoical traditions of developments such as globalization and the "war on terror".
Political Thinkers is the most comprehensive introduction to Western political thought written by a team of internationally renowned scholars. The
third edition provides students with a clear and engaging introduction to the canon of great theorists, from Socrates and the Sophists to contemporary
thinkers such as Rawls and Arendt. Each chapter begins with a helpful chapter guide, a biographical sketch of the thinker, a list of their key texts, and
their key ideas. Part introductions and a concluding chapter enable readers to understand the social and political contexts that inspired political
thinkers to write. The third edition features two brand new chapters on Hannah Arendt, one of the most influential philosophers of the twentieth
century, and Hugo Grotius, whose work on just war continues to inform international law today.
A Comprehensive Selection of the Crucial Ideas in Political Philosophy from the French Revolution to Modern Times
Summary Edition
International Relations
Great Political Theories V.2
Key Concepts in Politics and International Relations

Brief and accessible, Political Ideologies follows the evolution of political thought over 300 years.
Organized chronologically, this text examines each major ideology within a political, historical,
economic, and social context. Leon Baradat's skillful prose ensures that students obtain a clear
understanding of how ideas are influencing the political realities of our time.
Underpinned by the work of major thinkers such as Marx, Locke, Weber, Hobbes and Foucault, the
first half of the book looks at political concepts including: the state and sovereignty; the nation;
democracy; representation and legitimacy; freedom; equiality and rights; obligation; and citizenship.
There is also a specific chapter which addresses the role of ideology in the shaping of politics and
society. The second half of the book addresses traditional theoretical subjects such as socialism,
Marxism and nationalism, before moving on to more contemporary movements such as
environmentalism, ecologism and feminism.
The new third edition of the highly successful text has been revised and updated throughout to take
account of new issues such as identity and difference, globalization and multiculturalism. The book
provides a clear and accessible introduction to political theory and key concepts in political analysis.
Each chapter discusses a cluster of interrelated terms, examines how they have been used by
different thinkers and in the various political traditions, and explores related debates and
controversies.
Performing Identities and Utopias of Belonging consists of sixteen essays, reflecting the current
conflicted debate on the ontology, constructiveness and affect of categories of ascribed social
identity such as gender, ethnicity, race and nation, in the context of British, Irish and North American
cultural landscapes. They address the many ways in which these communities of belonging are
imagined, iterated, performed, questioned, and deconstructed in literature, cinema and visual
culture; they also support or counter claims about the enhanced value of social identity in the
expression of the self in the light of the present debates that surround the contested post-identity
turn in cultural studies. Significantly, they also address the role of social identity in the field of
utopian and dystopian thought, focusing on the projection of imagined futures where alternative
means of conceiving ascribed identity are conceptualized. The contributions are shaped by a plurality
of approaches and theoretical discourses, and come from both established and emerging scholars
and researchers from Europe and beyond. The collection is structured in three sections – the politics
of (un)belonging, deconstructing utopian and cultural paradigms, and performing identities in the
visual arts – which organize the multidisciplinary discussions around specific nuclei of interrogations.
The New Handbook of Political Sociology
Political Theory
Essentials of Political Ideas
Thermonuclear Monarchy

Political sociology is a large and expanding field with many new developments, and The New Handbook of Political Sociology
supplies the knowledge necessary to keep up with this exciting field. Written by a distinguished group of leading scholars in sociology,
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this volume provides a survey of this vibrant and growing field in the new millennium. The Handbook presents the field in six parts:
theories of political sociology, the information and knowledge explosion, the state and political parties, civil society and citizenship,
the varieties of state policies, and globalization and how it affects politics. Covering all subareas of the field with both theoretical
orientations and empirical studies, it directly connects scholars with current research in the field. A total reconceptualization of the
first edition, the new handbook features nine additional chapters and highlights the impact of the media and big data.
From one of our leading social thinkers, a compelling case for the elimination of nuclear weapons.
This informative and widely-used text is now available in a third edition. Building on the success of previous editions, it continues to
provide a clear and accessible introduction to the complexities of political ideologies. The latest edition of Political Ideologies:
introduces and considers the future of all the most widely studied ideologies: liberalism; conservatism; socialism; democracy;
nationalism; fascism; ecologism and feminism sets each ideology clearly within its historical and political context includes a new final
chapter that examines the impact of recent theoretical developments of ideologies and charts the challenges that they face in the
twenty-first century has been fully revised and up-dated and provides an annotated guide for further reading.
A clear and accessible introduction to the political creeds and doctrines that have dominated and shaped world politics. The fifth
edition has been thoroughly updated throughout and now has more on the influence of globalization on ideology and a new-look
page design to aid student learning.
The Politics Book
Political Thinkers
Understanding Political Ideas and Movements
A Reader in Modern Political Ideologies
Dogmas and Dreams
We live in a world governed by states whose enduring importance and domination of contemporary
politics has been strikingly underlined by their renewed activism in the face of a global economic
crisis. Yet the very nature of states remains deeply contested, with a range of competing theories
offering very different views of how they actually do or should operate. In the past this competition
has lead to deep ideological conflict – and even to war. In this major new work, John S. Dryzek and
Patrick Dunleavy provide a broad-ranging assessment of classical and contemporary theories of the
state, focusing primarily on the democratic state form that has come to dominate modern politics.
The authors' starting point is the classical theories of the state: pluralism, elite theory, Marxism and
market liberalism. They then turn to the contemporary forms of pluralism prevalent in political
science, systematically exploring how they address central issues, such as networked governance,
globalization, and changing patterns of electoral and identity politics. They proceed to analyse a
range of key contemporary critiques of modern states and democracy that have emerged from
feminism, environmentalism, neo-conservatism and post-modernism. Each approach is carefully
introduced and analysed as far as possible in relation to a common set of issues and headings.
Theories of the Democratic State takes the reader straight to the heart of contemporary issues and
debates and, in the process, provides a challenging and distinctive introduction to and reassessment
of contemporary political science.
In this authoritative Advanced Introduction, Ken Conca expertly examines the fundamentals of water
politics, covering poverty, health and livelihoods alongside key areas such as water law, the
environment, international politics and the growing role of climate change in water governance
This is the first comprehensive volume to offer a state of the art investigation both of the nature of
political ideologies and of their main manifestations. The diversity of ideology studies is represented
by a mixture of the range of theories that illuminate the field, combined with an appreciation of the
changing complexity of concrete ideologies and the emergence of new ones. Ideologies, however, are
always with us. The Handbook is divided into three sections: The first is divided into three sections:
The first reflects some of the latest thinking about the development of ideology on an historical
dimension, from the standpoints of conceptual history, Marx studies, social science theory and
history, and leading schools of continental philosophy. The second includes some of the most recent
interpretations and theories of ideology, all of which are sympathetic in their own ways to its
exploration and close investigation, even when judiciously critical of its social impact. This section
contains many of the more salient contemporary accounts of ideology. The third focuses on the
leading ideological families and traditions, as well as on some of their cultural and geographical
manifestations, incorporating both historical and contemporary perspectives. Each chapter is written
by an expert in their field, bringing the latest approaches and understandings to their task. The
Handbook will position the study of ideologies in the mainstream of political theory and political
analysis and will attest to its indispensability both to courses on political theory and to scholars who
wish to take their understanding of ideologies in new directions.
Stimulating, succinct ,and accessible, this highly successful text offers a truly comprehensive
introduction to the study of politics, written from an international perspective. This third edition of
Politics has a new chapter on the mass media and political communication and contains substantial
new material on developments such as the "War on Terror," identity politics and multiculturalism, and
state transformation. It also takes into account throughout of the increasing importance of the global
dimension of politics, and features new boxed material on major thinkers and key concepts.
Modern Political Ideologies
Politics, Third Edition
For AS and A-Level
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The Oxford Handbook of Political Ideologies
Foundations of Comparative Politics

"This book provides an engaging and intellectually challenging introduction to political ideologies, while at the same
time giving an accessible route into the subject for those new to politics. Supported by an outstanding companion
website, it has strong claims to be the best undergraduate textbook on ideologies on the market." Dr. Mike Gough,
University of East Anglia Introduction to Political Theory is a text for the 21st century. It shows students why an
understanding of theory is crucial to an understanding of issues and events in a rapidly shifting global political
landscape. Bringing together classic and contemporary political concepts and ideologies into one book, this new text
introduces the major approaches to political issues that have shaped the modern world, and the ideas that form the
currency of political debate. Introduction to Political Theory relates political ideas to political realities through
effective use of examples and cases studies making theory lively, contentious and relevant. This thoroughly revised
and updated second edition contains new chapters on global justice and political violence, as well as an expanded
treatment of globalisation and the state. A wide range of pedagogical features helps to clarify, extend and apply
students’ understanding of the fundamental ideologies and concepts. This is comprised of: · Case studies
demonstrate how political ideas, concepts and issues manifest in the real world · ‘Focus' boxes encourage students
to appreciate alternative viewpoints · A range of thought provoking photographs challenge students to examine
concepts from a different angle · Suggestions for further reading and weblinks are also provided to help students to
further their understanding Introduction to Political Theory is accompanied by an innovative website with multiple
choice questions, biographies of key figures in political theory, further case studies and an innovative ‘how to read’
feature which helps students get to grips with difficult primary texts.
Utilizing 100 key readings, The Political Theory Reader explores the rich tradition of ideas that shape the way we
live and the great issues in political theory today. Allows students to see how competing ideological viewpoints think
about the same political issues Provides readers with direct access to authors covered in the From Ideologies to
Public Philosophies text Facilitates discussions by having readings arranged thematically throughout text Extracts of
works specifically chosen to focus on topics central to issues covered in chapters.
The new edition of this leading overview of comparative politics once again blends theory and evidence across
democratic systems to provide unparalleled coverage. The student-friendly structure and clear, concise writing
ensure that complex issues are clearly explained and students engage with the key theories. The third edition is
updated throughout, with a new chapter, 'Public Spending and Public Policies', increased coverage of defective
democracies, and revised coverage of e-democracy and the power of the media. The pedagogy is simplified with a
focus on 'Briefings' and 'Controversies' that feature examples from across the globe, alongside clear key terms,
'What We Have Learned' and 'Lessons of Comparison' sections, and a wealth of online materials to complete a rich
teaching and learning package.
This new edition of An Introduction to Political Theory examines a fairly wide range of issues on political theory as
identified at the beginning of the new millennium. It elaborates the nature and significance of political theory,
concept of ideology, wi
Political Ideologies, Fourth Edition
Does the Elephant Dance?
Political Ideas and Concepts
Advanced Introduction to Water Politics
Contemporary Indian Foreign Policy
Political Ideologies provides a broad-ranging introduction to both the classical and
contemporary political ideologies. Adopting a global outlook, it introduces readers to
ideologies' increasingly global reach and the different national versions of these ideologies.
Importantly, ideologies arepresented as frameworks of interpretation and political commitment,
encouraging readers to evaluate how ideologies work in practice, the problematic links between
ideas and political action, and the impact of ideologies. Regular learning features encourage
readers to think critically about ideologies, and view them as competing and contestable ways of
interpreting the world. A unique "stop and think" feature calls for readers to reflect on their
own ideological beliefs.Online Resources:Political Ideologies is accompanied by comprehensive
online resources, to support political ideology courses.For students: * Further reading and
resources for each chapter to help students to undertake further research and deepen their
understanding and critical thinking;* Regular updates help students to keep up to date with
ideologies as frameworks of understanding and political action in the real world.For lecturers:*
Indicative answers to questions in the book provide a framework for approaching these;*
Powerpoint slides to support each chapter, providing an overview and key points to help with
planning;* Further discussion and debate ideas, for use in seminars, encourage big picture
thinking about the relationships between ideologies.
This carefully selected compilation of the significant writings of the great political
philosophers, scientists, and thinkers has long been an invaluable guide to the general reader
as well as to the serious student of history, political science, and government. Such essential
forces as Revolution, Idealism, and Nationalism are examined in detail and expounded by their
leading exponents. Professor Curtis has written running commentary that places the extracts and
their authors in the sequence of modern history.
Political Ideologies, Fourth EditionAn IntroductionPalgrave Macmillan
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Surveys the main features of contemporary Indian foreign policy.
Theories of the Democratic State
The Political Theory Reader
Politics
Essentials of UK Politics
Political Ideologies

a href="http://www.oupcanada.com/ebrochure/garner/index.html"img src="/images/hed/closer_look_btn.gif"/aNow in a
Canadian edition, this truly international introduction to politics offers comprehensive coverage of key concepts and
ideologies, institutions, and international relations. Balancing theory with a wealth of Canadian and international real
world examples, this text equips students with theknowledge required to think critically about the current state of global
politics. Intellectually stimulating yet accessible, Introduction to Politics offers students a solid foundation to
understanding politics and how it impacts every aspect of our lives.
Politics affects us all and the same questions reverberate across history. Who should rule? Is property theft? What's
mightier - the bullet or the ballot? Discover 80 of the world's greatest thinkers and their political big ideas that continue to
shape our lives today. Humankind has always asked profound questions about how we can best govern ourselves and
how rulers should behave. The Politics Book charts the development of long-running themes, such as attitudes to
democracy and violence, developed by thinkers from Confucius in ancient China to Mahatma Gandhi in 20th-century
India. Justice goes hand in hand with politics, and in this comprehensive guide, you can explore the championing of
people's rights from the Magna Carta to Thomas Jefferson's Bill of Rights and Malcolm X's call to arms. Ideologies
inevitably clash and The Politics Book takes you through the big ideas such as capitalism, communism, and fascism
exploring their beginnings and social contexts in step-by-step diagrams and illustrations, with clear explanations that cut
through the jargon. Filled with thought-provoking quotes from great thinkers such as Nietzsche, Karl Marx, and Mao
Zedong, The Politics Book is a thought-provoking and unmissable read for both students and everyone interested in how
the world of government and power works. Series Overview: Big Ideas Simply Explained series uses creative design and
innovative graphics along with straightforward and engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to understand. With
over 7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these award-winning books provide just the information needed for students,
families, or anyone interested in concise, thought-provoking refreshers on a single subject.
Offering an unparalleled, sweeping survey of the political ideologies that have shaped our world, the seventh edition of
Andrew Heywood's seminal undergraduate textbook continues to lead the way in guiding students through the political
creeds and doctrines that have dominated politics past and present. Covering an impressive array of topics, the first half
of the book focusses on traditional ideologies such as Conservatism, Socialism, Liberalism, Anarchism and Fascism,
while more contemporary movements such as Populism, Feminism, Green Ideology, Multiculturalism and Religious
Fundamentalism form the latter part of the text. Taking into account the remarkable events that have shaken the political
sphere in recent years, the text has been revised and updated throughout in order to show how the study of political
ideologies can elucidate the significance of such striking phenomena as the decline of liberal democracy and the rise of
populist movements and authoritarianism around the world. The most accessible, concise and yet comprehensive
introduction to the topic, this is an indispensable textbook for students studying for courses on political ideologies,
political theory and introductory politics. It should be essential reading for anyone seeking to gain an understanding of
political ideologies for the first time. New to this Edition: - A brand new chapter on Populism addressing the rise of
populist movements across the world and the related decline of liberal democratic values - More on sexualities, queer
politics and trans issues in the chapter on Feminism; and a wider range of religions considered in the chapter on
Religious Fundamentalism - New Key Thinker boxes featuring a more diverse array of voices - A fully revised concluding
chapter on 'Why Political Ideologies Matter' - Updated Political Ideologies in Action boxes reflecting on recent, major
political events and their significant for political analysis - A completely refreshed companion website comprising a
testbank, PowerPoint slides, flashcard glossary, additional 'Political Ideologies in Action' cases, and interactive
simulations Accompanying online resources for this title can be found at bloomsburyonlineresources.com/politicalideologies-7e. These resources are designed to support teaching and learning when using this textbook and are
available at no extra cost.
The fifth edition of this seminal textbook by best-selling author Andrew Heywood continues to lead the way in providing a
comprehensive and authoritative introduction to politics. Renowned for its engaging and accessible style, this book helps
students to understand the discipline's foundational concepts and theories and use these to make sense of its key
subfields, from elections and voting to security and global governance. Systematically revised and updated throughout, it
also uses a range of tried-and-tested pedagogical features to draw links between different standpoints and help make
contemporary institutions, events and developments come to life. Drawing on a wide range of international examples, this
text is the ideal choice for lecturers around the world. Carefully designed and written to map onto the way the subject is
introduced at degree level, it remains the go-to text for undergraduate introductory and comparative politics courses.
Furthermore, it can also be used as pre-course reading or as a point of reference throughout politics degrees, majors or
minors. New to this Edition: - Restructured and revised to reflect the decline of democracy and the rise of populism and
authoritarianism in different parts of the world - New Politics in Action features reflect the latest political developments –
including 'Trump's triumph: politics as polarization'; 'South Africa: a one-party state?'; and 'North Korea: a rogue nuclear
power?' - Discusses the transformation of the media landscape, assessing the advent and impact of social media and
'fake news' - New and improved text design reflecting the book's contemporary and engaging coverage - Accompanied
by a brand new website, featuring a flashcard glossary, additional cases, interactive simulations and weblinks for
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students, PowerPoint slides for lecturers, a testbank and a guide to using the book.
Key Concepts in Politics
Introduction to Politics
An Introduction to Political Theory
Global Politics
An Introduction
Stimulating, succinct and accessible, the fully revised and updated fourth edition of
this highly successful text offers a truly comprehensive introduction to the study of
politics, written from an international perspective.
As an introduction to political theory and science, this collection of writings by the
great philosophers will be of close interest to general readers. It also serves as a
basic textbook for students of government and political theory. Such fundamental concepts
as Democracy, the Rule of Law, Justice, Natural Rights, Sovereignty, Citizenship, Power,
the State, Revolution, Liberty, Reason, Materialism, Toleration, and the Separation of
Church and State are traced from their origins, through their development and changing
patterns, to show how they guide political thinking and institutions today.
With a focus on real-world issues and an extensive range of thought-provoking case
studies, Issues in Political Theory provides the clearest, most engaging introduction to
political theory and how it is applied to address the most important issues confronting
the world today. Authoritative yetaccessible, it is essential reading for students of
political theory at any level.
This revised and updated fourth edition of the leading text on political ideologies
contains a new chapter on multiculturalism, consideration of the changing nature of
ideological discourse, including the transition from "traditional" to "new" ideologies,
and coverage of the impact on the major ideolgoical traditions of developments such as
globalization and the "war on terror."
Performing Identities and Utopias of Belonging
Democracies of the Modern World
Issues in Political Theory
A Comprehensive Selection of the Crucial Ideas in Political Philosophy from the Greeks to
the Enlightenment
For A Level
Concepts have a particular importance for students of politics and international relations. Political argument often boils down to a struggle
over the legitimate meaning of terms and enemies may argue, fight and even go to war, each claiming to be 'defending freedom', 'upholding
democracy' or 'supporting justice'. The problem is that words such as 'freedom', 'democracy' and 'justice' have different meanings to
different people, so that the concepts themselves come to seem problematic. This book provides an accessible and comprehensive guide to
the major concepts encountered in political analysis. Each term is defined clearly and fully, and its significance for political argument and
practice is explored. The text has been updated and expanded to take account of the increasing influence of globalization on politics and
now features 70 additional concepts. Renowned for its lively, engaging style and user-friendly approach, the second edition is an invaluable
companion to the study of politics and international relations.
This substantially revised third edition of the leading text on political ideologies takes full account of the impact of the post-Cold War world
order, the challenge of postmodernism, the advance of globalization, and the advent of global terrorism, and includes additional coverage of
the prospects for ideologies in the 21st century.
Thoroughly revised and updated, this third edition provides acomprehensive account of the major political ideologies of the pasttwo
centuries. Provides an expanded and thoroughly updated account of themajor political ideologies of the past two centuries,
includingliberalism, conservatism, socialism, anarchism, fascism, feminism,environmentalism, and nationalism Features a brand new chapter
on fundamentalism, along withgreater emphasis on the global impact of ideologies in general Examines the complex overlap and interplay
of ideas that existboth within and between ideologies Incorporates the newest developments and scholarship in thefield, and includes a
helpful new glossary of key terms
An accessible and comprehensive guide to the major concepts encountered in political analysis. Each is defined clearly and fully, and its
significance for political argument and practice is explored. The introduction explains how political concepts are used and why they are so
often abused.
From Socrates to the Present
Great Political Theories V.1

The 4th edition of this popular textbook has been fully revised and updated to match the
requirements for the new A-level in government and politics for the Edexcel and AQA exam board
specifications. Written by renowned author Andrew Heywood, this lively text expertly introduces
A-level students to the basics of UK politics, and covers key areas including political parties,
elections and referendums, voting behaviour and the media, the Constitution, Parliament,
Judiciary and the European Union. Keeping pace with the tumultuousness of UK politics of the
last few years, it incorporates coverage of the referendum on the UK's European Union membership
in 2016 and its consequences as well as the 2017 general election. New to this Edition: Content restructured to map on to the new A level specifications - 'Milestones': provides
annotated timelines for the historical development of various issues - 'UK Politics in Action':
places the focus on key events in British politics
A companion to Understanding Dogmas and Dreams: A Text, this work introduces the reader to the
history and evolution of the main categories of political ideology including socialism, fascism,
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anarchism, conservativism, liberalism and democracy. A new section has been added on
environmentalism.
This leading text provides a concise and broad-ranging introduction to the contemporary study of
political theory. Each chapter discusses a cluster of interrelated concepts and examines how
they have been used by different thinkers and traditions and explores related debates and
controversies. The fourth edition of this highly successful and accessible book has been
substantially revised and updated and includes extra attention throughout to non-Western
approaches and international political theory. Systematically covering the foundational concepts
that have focused debate from Aristotle, Rousseau, Marx and Mill to the present day, this is
essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate courses on political thought and political
philosophy. With increased discussion of the global dimensions of political thought it will
appeal to an international audience, as well as to those lecturers interested in broadening
their students' horizons. New to this Edition: - Increased coverage throughout of non-Western
and post-colonial approaches, with Beyond the West features on Islamic, Buddhist, Chinese,
Indian, African, Latin American and other traditions - Takes the blurring divisions between
Politics and International Relations into account, for instance through a new chapter on
Security, War and World Order - Thinking Globally boxes, and added discussions of
transnationalism and cosmopolitanism - Additional attention is paid to issues of identity and
diversity to address contemporary political developments
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure
that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist
for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than
Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent
or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously
and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased
from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a
previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Updated in its 10th
edition, International Relations is praised for being the most current and comprehensive
introduction to international relations theory as well as security, economic, and global issues.
Thoroughly updated to cover world affairs through 2012, this survey text explores relations
among states and the influence of transnational actors and events. Applying a broad range of
theoretical perspectives to show readers how to analyze current events, International Relations
offers the best tools for understanding what is happening in the world today.
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